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1. Introduction

Understanding the hydrodynamic forces acting upon immersed particles touching (or nearly touching)

surfaces, is of central importance in clean room technology and a variety of rheotogical and biological

applications. This paper addresses the translation and rotation of a sphere translating and rotating (about an

axis) parallel to a nearby ?lane wall bounding art otherwise quiescent semi-infinite viscous fluid, allowing for

slip on the wall andor the sphere.

The motivation for disregarding the classical, no-slip boundary condition on solid surfaces arises from an

embarrassing discrepancy between theoreticfl (Goldman, Cox & Brenner 1967, Stewartson & O'Neill 1967)

and observed (Carry 1957) predictions of the translational vetociw of a sphere 'rolling' under the influence of

_avity down an inclined plane bounding an effectively semi-infinite viscous fluid. According to theory

(Goldman er al. 1967, Stewartson & O'Neill 1967), the force and torque on a translating and/or rotating sphere

moving parallel to the plane wall become logarithmically iaffinitewith the gap width as the gap bev,veen the

sphere and wall goes to zero. As such, the theoretical conclusion is that the sphere cannot translate down the

plane, despite the gravity force that acts to anL,'nateit. Expe,6rnents (Carry 1957), however, reveal that the

sphere does, in fact, roll down the plane-- at a reproducible mean terminal velocity. In the noninertial, small

Reynolds number Limit, 'the experimentally observed drag coefficient was found to be about 8.9 times that given

by Stokes law for the unbounded case -- thereby suggesting a conventional hydrodynamic wall effect, rather

than the logarithmically singular behavior predicted by the theory. It was in an attempt to resolve this gIaring

contradiction that we have elected here to exarr_e the possible effects of slip.

2. Slip on the plane.

Suppose that a sphere of radius a is constrained to remain in contact with a plane wall that bounds a semi-

infinite space filled with viscous, incompressibie fluid of viscosiw/.t. Consider the translational and rotational

velocities of the sphere that may be facilitated by "al.lowingthe fluid to slip at the plane with a re!ative velocity

proportional, to the tangential stress. Choose a Cartesian coordinate system that is fixed in the sphere, with the

origin at the point of contact, the plane wall at : = 0, and the center of the sphere at (0,0,a). The prescribed

rigid-body motion of the sphere is then given by IU* +f2(z-a)]i- _v2 and the slip coefficient, namely the

ratio of the (tangential) slip velocity to the normal component of the tangential stress, is chosen for convenience

to be ota/# so that comay be identified as a dimensionless slip length.
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The velodty u and pressure p in the creeping motion of the fluid surrounding the sphere are thus

determinedby theStokesequations "

Vp=#V2u, (1)

V.u = o, (2)

subject to the no-slip condition

u=[U*+ fl(z-a)]i-f2x:z at x2 + y2 +z2 : 2az (3)

at the sphere, and the no-normal flow and slip conditions

u._.=0, ux_=oOa_z(U×_ ) atz=0 (4)

on the plane.

On introducing the cylindrical coordinates (r,_,z), where (x,y) = r(cos0, sine), a representation appropriate

to the inhomogeneous conditions (3) is that given by O'NeiU (1964), namely

)" Ur= 2 \a +U+V coso

u¢ : _(u- v)sin¢,
(5)

u. = D'a(zH + 2W)cos q_," 2\a

p =ft.eHcos_,

where, in order to satisfy (1),

o32 1 a +.ff_. !_r2 +r-_r (W,H,V,U)= (W,H,O,4U). (6)

The geometry suggests the introduction of tangent-sphere coordinates (_, 77)defined by



a

(z,r) = }2 + r/2'(_'r/) ' (7)

I 0 < U < _, - _ < # < x. Then,inthenotationofNk (1980),solunons
whencethefluidregionis0 < _ < _, -

of (6) are:

[Lo(_)j H(_)J JLA("m)J

which, after subsrltution of (5) and (6) into the continuity equation (2), yields the two differential equations

IE ]( 1[:1 ( [°old 2 d 1 d 2 lE] d2 4d + .._.
(va-_+3 -2 ---- -v.-7--5" + ---+ = . (9)dv l) d't) 2 + dv 1) dr- LFJ v d,02 dV

Application of the boundary conditions (3) and (4) on the sphere and plane, respectively, enables the

problem to be reduced to the following four equations for B(v),D(v), F(v) and H(v):

-v- -v-I v_+co v--+ _ + v_+l D_
F tanh 2 v 2 dv av "Lau av av dv

," ° ' 11
2 (lOb)

= (v+2) -
l+e v '

vD tanh 2 2 dv 2

+ v2_ +vdv k_ -_v av -_v- Tvadl 1+e_
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o 2 2,v----+3D+ +4 d-_+ H =0 (10d)
dv v_v2 dv - v-_v2 "

Equations (10) determine the functions B(v), D(v), F(v) and H(v) subject to O(e -u) behavior as v ---->** and

the regularity at v = 0 that was implicitly assumed when integrating by parts to establish (10a, b,c). Under such

conditions, the force -Fxi and torque -Ty_ (about the center of the sphere) exerted by the fluid on the

translating and rotating sphere are determined by

Fx = 2 zq'zf2a2I: F( v)dv ,

Ty= -2zpf2a3f:[vB(v)+ F(v)]dv. (11)

The known singularity in the limit co_0 is easily demonstrated by observing that the factor

I(2) tanhI v -1Iv 2 in (10a, b,c) implies that

(B,D)-(Bo,Do)/V 2 , (F,H)~(Fo,Ho)/V asv---)0, (12)

B0=_ i,:.+_a , _.D0=F 0=_.,-._a-1 , H 0=_.---_-+2 . (13)

However, if o9:, O, the corresponding results are

B ~ Bo / V2, D-D2, (F,H)- (F2, H2)v asv--+0,

where

80 6 3 4_,v__"=--5 = coD2' coH,_.=_, coF,_.=5 "f2a"

Thus, 'slip' on the plane removes the singularity from the functions D(v),F(v) and H(v), but not B(v) except

in the case of translation without rotation (U* ¢ 0, f2 = 0), in which the scale factor f2a in equations (5) needs

U*to be changed to . Thus, in (11), co ¢ 0 ensures a convergent integral for the force, but not the torque, unless

f2=0.
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The asymptotic behavior of Fx and if _ = 0, Ty for co << 1 may be determined from the singular solution

in the limit co= 0. When (12) is substituted into (10a,b,c), the terms multiplying cobecome comparable with the

otherswhen v = O(co-1/2). Thus, from (11),

and

.---_r#a2U*_n co-1 if_2=0. (14b)Ty
3. Slip on the sphere: A surprising analogy.

Suppose now that no slip is imposed on the plane wall while instead 'sIip' is allowed, with coefficient g, at

the sphere. Then, for coct3, the asymptotic estimates (12) yield, from modified forms of (10),

(Bo,Do,Fo,Ho) = (-1,2,1,3) 6U----i*if'_ _ 0 . (15)50.a

Thus, thefunctionsremainsin=ularunlessU = 0,f__=0 (rotationwithouttranslation),in which case

oB(v),vD(v),F(v)andH(_) areallregular.Further,sinceB0+ F0 =0 in(15),oB(v). F(v)isregularfor

U" _ 0. Thus,in(II),_ _ 0 ensuresaconvergentintegralforthetorque(aboutthesphere'scenter),butnot

theforce,unlessU* = 0.

The asymptoticbehaviorofTy and,if U* = 0,Fx for_ << lcanbedeterminedfrom(II)and(13),asin

(14). Thus,

IlN V-1 )dr= 4_7/.a2(4Da-U*)gn(_-I ), (16a)Ty ~ -2 zq2Da3 1/2 (Bo + FO -_

Fx ~-4_#na2gn(_ -1) ifU*=O. (16b)5

It is indeed remar!:able that 'slip' on the sphere ensures a finite torque (about the center of the sphere) in

much the same way that 'slip' on the plane ensures a f'mite force. Comparison of (14) and (16) shows that the=

complementary nature of the results extends to the exact coefficients in the asymptotic values for smaU slip

coefficients. ',



4. Slip on both boundaries.

Ifthereis'slip'on boththeplaneand thesphere(coand_ bothnon-zero),thentheasymptotic

formscorrespondingto(14)and (16)areevidently

Fx --_ _r_a{4U'_n(co-l)- i'/a_n[(co+ _ )-I]},

(17)

4 _//a2 {-U*ln[(co + _ )-I] + 4C2a_n(_-l)} •rx-

5. Approach to the above asymptotic results as the gap between sphere and plane tends to zero.

Suppose that the sphere translates and/or rotates as above, but its center is now at z = a(1+ e), where the

dimensionless gap e is small. Goldman, Cox and Brenner (1967), and also O'Neill and Stewartson (1967),

showed that for no-slip conditions and translational motion, the force and torque coefficients are estimated for

e<<l by

Fx 8 gn(s-1), Tv _ - 1./..gn(_-l), (18)
6_#U"a 15 8_#U*a 2 10

in which the coefficients are identical to those in (14).

For any non-zero gap, the four functions rI,U,V,W in (5) are expressed as infinite series involving

l_yperbolic and Legendre functions of bipolar coordinates (O'Neill 1964) and the additional terms due to slip

must be included in seven sets of recurrence relations for seven sets of coefficients. The algebraic details for

'slip' on the plane (Kezirian 1992) show that the matrix of these coefficients has, by suitable arrangement, a

band width of 31. For e = O(1), truncation at 10 terms; i.e., 70 unknowns, yields force and torque coefficients

with four decimal piace accuracy. For small separations, exploitation of the capacity of the CRAY X-MP

computer was necessary; e.g., for e = 10-5, 15,000 terms in each series gave force and torque results with only

three decimal piace accuracy. Such computational power was unavailable to the 1967 authors who developed

the alternative lubrication theory methods for small gaps.

The numerical results displayed by Kezirian (1992) for a translating or rotating sphere and 'slip' on the

plane ortIy, show excellent agreement the above asympto@ estimates. Eviden,dy, 'slip' has a negligible effect if

co << e, but becomes important when co >> e. Indeed, the force and torque coefficients are independent of the

gap when e << co << 1. The clear indication from these computations, now supported by our theory, is that the_

asymptotic estimates for the 'no slip' must be replaced by those for zero gap and 'slip' as e is reduced through

values of order co.
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